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Question Bank: Data Structure (9067) 

Class: SYIF / SYCM (Semester – IV) 

Chapter No. 01 Introduction to Data Structure 

 
Summer 2003:             Marks=12 

a) Define data structure. Enlist any two types of non-linear data structures 
along with examples of any one.            4  

b) Describe integer data type w.r.t. C with following points:        4 
1) Any four types and number of bytes required for storage 
2) Range of minimum and maximum values 

c) Write a C program for declaring 4 integer data types of reading and printing 
those using formatted I/O statements.           4 

 
Winter 2003:             Marks=12 

a) Describe the term primitive data structures. Enlist four types of primitive 
data structures.               4 

b) Enlist any four data types in C. Write a C program that will accept ‘int’ and 
‘char’ type data and display the same.           8 

 
Summer 2004:             Marks=20 

a) With reference to C language, explain the storage representation of float 
numbers. Explain how the floating number 0.625 is represented  
in memory.                4 

b) How many bytes will be allocated by the C-compiler for following 
declarations?               4 

i. int x[60] 
ii. char y[30] 
iii. int A[5][6] 
iv. float B[10] 

c) Describe float data type in C with respect to following points: 
1) Type of float and number of bytes required for storage 
2) Range of minimum and maximum values          4 

d) Write a C program for declaring float data types. Read and print them using 
formatted I/O statements.             8  

 
Winter 2004:             Marks=04 

a) With respect to C language, explain storage representation of characters. 
Explain the storage representation of character A (ASCII value 65) in 
memory.                     4 

 
Summer 2005:             Marks=04 

a) What is constant? Explain the storage representation with suitable example. 
 
Summer 2006:             Marks=16 

a) With reference to C language, explain the storage representation of integer 
numbers. Explain how integer number 625 is represented in memory?      4 

b) Describe the functioning of following string functions in C language with 
suitable example:               4 
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i. strcmp 
ii. strcat 
iii. strlen 
iv. strcpy 

c) Enlist operations performed on data structures.          4 
d) State whether the following statements are true or false. Justify your 

answer.                4 
i. Any string of bits length n represents a unique non-negative integer 

between 0 to 2n-1. 
ii. Data structure in programming language independent.  

 
Winter 2006:             Marks=16 

a) Define the term data structures. Enlist four types of linear data structures. 
Give one example of linear data structures.          4 

b) Write C declaration to create array ‘Employee’ having size 30. Each element 
of this array contains following members:            
Member name data type 
Emp_no  int 
Name   char[30] 
Calculate the byte required to store the above array of 30 structures      4   

c) Enlist the operations performed on data structures and explain any four 
operations with suitable example.            8 

 
Summer 2007:             Marks=10 

a) Define data structures. What are different types of data structures?      2 
b) Define data type. Enlist different data types used in C programming 

language.                   4 
c) Declare the structure in C for following members.             4 

Roll_no int 
Name  char[10] 
Marks  float 
Calculate the memory required to store above structure. 

 
Summer 2008:             Marks=08 

a) What is data structure? Why do we need data structure?        4 
b) Give classification of data structure and two examples of each.       4 

 

Winter 2008:             Marks=06 

a) State the need of data structure. Give classification of data structure.      2 
b) Define primitive data structure. Give four operations of data structure.      4   
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